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Nothing in this workshop 
should be 

misconstrued as 
legal advice
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Research, 
develop and 
present an 
advisory 
note on the 
governance 
model 
options for 
the PSET 
CLOUD



Barriers

• High levels of unemployment 

• Low levels of entrepreneurship

• Unemployed higher education graduates

• Positions not filled 
– missing skills when exiting the education systems

• Sluggish economy, grey economy, missing tax base
(COOi Studios, 2020) (Ehlers, 2020)



Required initiative outcomes 

• South African citizens/learners utilise real-time data to 
make learning and career decisions

• South African PSET stakeholders utilise real-time data to 
develop their plans and programmes

• Organisations utilise real-time data to locate and place 
suitably skilled workers



Underlying principles

• Ethics is not a choice –
transparency and good 
ethics are required

• Service to the public 
(Batho Pele) is not a 
check box

• Governance with no fear 
or favour

• Follow a legal and ethical 
path

Batho Pele Principles, Umvoti Municipality, Department of Public 
Service and Administration, http://www.umvoti.gov.za/batho-pele-
principles/

http://www.umvoti.gov.za/batho-pele-principles/


Predictable challenges

• Funder led project
• What’s in a name? 

Is it inclusive?
• Transversal systems
• The ‘right’ to hold court 

over others
• Consensus building
• Public transparency

Complex Networked Systems, Missouri University of Science and Technology, 
https://web.mst.edu/~silvestris/teaching/complexnetworks/info.html

https://web.mst.edu/~silvestris/teaching/complexnetworks/info.html


Identifying the issues



Moving forward

• Build consensus and 
collaboration not 
dominance

• Transversal, interoperability 
and use of standards is the 
norm

MultiCultural Cooperation Vortex 2, Gordon Dylan Johnson, 
https://openclipart.org/detail/242642/multicultural-cooperation-vortex-2, CC-0  

https://openclipart.org/detail/242642/multicultural-cooperation-vortex-2
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Advisory Note Recommendations
1. Build trust through good principles
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2. Build trust through consultation
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5. Establish equal partnership in PSET CLOUD governance

Citizen-Civil-Public-Private Partnership (CC-PPP)



Advisory Note Recommendations
6. Engage the Minister of Communications and Digital Technologies

The Minister of Communications and Digital Technologies (DCDT) should be 

included, as the DCDT is mandated to harness South Africa’s digital transformation 

to achieve digital inclusion and economic growth by creating an enabling policy and 

regulatory environment and implementing the National Integrated ICT Policy White 

Paper. Where, amongst others, it provides strategies to address the digital divide, 

affordable access, infrastructure rollout, and to facilitate inclusivity (National 

Treasury, 2020, 1).



Advisory Note Recommendations
7. Establish a subsidiary non-profit company through SITA

The purpose of a non-profit company is to improve the quality of life for others at a 

community, local, national and global level. These organisations are not primarily interested 

in private or financial gain but in advancing the public interest. A non-profit company could 

be established as a subsidiary through the Companies Act, in accordance with the SITA 

Amendment Act 38 (RSA,2002b). The SITA, as the Prime Systems Integrator (PSI) sets 

interoperability protocols and technical standards, and provides information technology, 

information systems and related services for government.



Advisory Note Recommendations
8. SITA to delegate PSET interoperability protocols and standards

The SITA is mandated to oversee interoperability standards in the public sector and e-

Government (RSA, 2005). The SITA can also establish subsidiary companies and can 

delegate responsibilities to such subsidiaries (RSA, 2002b). The SITA may thus consolidate 

the enforcement of interoperability standards and security of public data for all 

transversal systems through a subsidiary organisation created to govern and implement 

the PSET CLOUD. The legislative framework makes provision for the SITA to establish the 

PSET CLOUD as a subsidiary and to ensure compliance for its transversal systems.



Advisory Note Recommendations
9. Register the PSET CLOUD as a public benefit organisation

The benefits relate to exemption from income tax and for section 18A donor 

deductibility status, where donors are permitted to deduct the value of their 

donation from their taxable income, limited to 10% of the donor’s taxable income. 

In line with the SITA funding policy, donations may be accepted through an 

accounting authority and reported on in its annual report.



Advisory Note Recommendations
10. Register the PSET CLOUD as an intergovernmental agency

The baseline PSET CLOUD documentation alludes to the potential for the PSET 

CLOUD to serve more countries than just South Africa. Advantages of establishing 

the PSET CLOUD as an intergovernmental agency include the potential for pan-

African collaboration in terms of data interoperability and digital fluency across the

continent. Such an approach could boost trade opportunities, build stronger 

relationships between partner countries and even potentially provide smaller 

countries with an opportunity for greater economic power.



Advisory Note Recommendations
11. PSET CLOUD as a formal, informal and non-formal credential validation platform

The purpose of the PSET CLOUD on a macro level is to ensure that valid supply - and 

demand side data is centrally available for effective decisions for citizens, the PSET 

system and industry in order to maximise the economic development of South

Africa. On a micro level, each resident or citizen would have access to valid information 

to make PSET and employment-related decisions. Public or private organisations could 

also access valid information on which to base selection decisions. Both informal and 

formal data should be made available to equitably address the full spectrum of the supply 

and demand-side.



Advisory Note Recommendations
12. Adopt a participatory subscription-based funding model for the PSET CLOUD

It is recommended that the PSET CLOUD become self-funded. While requiring start-up 

funding, the PSET CLOUD could operate through a participatory subscription base that 

would not require hardware or software changes for suppliers and customers but the 

implementation of protocols and standards to ensure the maximisation of data 

interoperability for the PSET CLOUD. This again alludes to the PSET CLOUD being a 

transversal data bridge between all stakeholders. Subscription clients could include 

government departments, SETAs, public institutions, private institutions, professional 

bodies, employers and employees.
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